Human seminal relaxin is a product of the same gene as human luteal relaxin.
Unlike that of other species, which have only one gene encoding relaxin, the human genome contains two nonallelic genes for relaxin, designated H1 and H2, which encode markedly different relaxin peptides. Whereas human relaxin gene H2 is selectively expressed in the ovary, no ovarian expression of gene H1 has been detected. Since relaxin is actively produced in the human male, it is possible to postulate divergent gene expression of relaxin in the male and female. We examined this question directly through the structural determination of human seminal relaxin and its comparison with the structure of human luteal relaxin. Partially purified relaxin, prepared from pooled human seminal plasma which had been delipidated by extraction with acid acetone and hexane, subjected to two cycles of HPLC and an additional purification step by ion-exchange chromatography, was further purified by immunoaffinity chromatography, using a monoclonal antibody to the H2 relaxin A chain which cross-reacts with synthetic H1 relaxin, followed by an additional HPLC step performed on a C4 reverse-phase column. The recovered, purified relaxin was then analyzed by N-terminal gas-phase sequencing and fast atom bombardment mass spectroscopy for determination of the amino acid sequence and molecular ions of the A and B chains, respectively. The results demonstrate that the structure of the predominant relaxin in human semen plasma is derived from the product of the H2 gene, consisting of a N-terminal pyroglutamic acid A-24 A chain and a mixture of B-26 and B-27 B chains. With the exception of degradation of the seminal relaxin B chain C-terminus, this structure is identical to the structure of human luteal relaxin. Therefore, both human seminal and luteal relaxin are products of the H2 gene.